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left to right: Zhenting Wang, Josh Jakab, Josh Morse, David Hamilton, Jr., Nikki Pfeiffer, Nick Vittone and Owner Mike Gauthier
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“We actively practice our social
responsibility in sustaining and
encouraging growth within the
Rutland community and beyond.”
—Mike Gauthier
Founder of Green Screen Graphics

BY CASSIE HORNER
PHOTOS BY TIM SINK
n a typical day at Green Screen
Graphics in Rutland, the staff
is busy with a wide variety of
projects that reflect the diversity of
what the company does. Josh Morse
is working at the enormous flatbed
printer that takes up a significant
portion of a large room. He is printing a six-foot panel that is part of
a traveling exhibit, “On Fly in the
Salt: American Saltwater Fly Fishing
from the Surf to the Flats” for the
American Museum of Fly Fishing in
Manchester Center, Vermont.
In another large space, staff are
doing the fine-tuned cutting of
machine identification labels for
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above The staff works on a variety of projects.
below Nikki Pfeiffer coordinates the work flow.
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manufacturers such as NRG Systems,
a designer and manufacturer of
wind and solar measurement tools in
Hinesburg, Vermont.
In the shop at the back of Green
Screen Graphics’ offices, construction of a sign is underway. The work
includes everything from the design
and construction to calling Dig Safe
and loading shovels in a vehicle to
install the finished product.
Another staff member sits at a computer designing a website for a client.
Behind every job at Green Screen
Graphics is a creative plan tailored to
the needs of each individual client. It
can be as straightforward as printing
labels for small food producers to as
complex as helping to plan the launch
of a new business with services that
include marketing, logo design, interior decorative elements and website
and other social media design and
maintenance. The goal is to support
the growth of the community by helping businesses develop and sustain
their imaging needs.

“We actively practice our social
responsibility in sustaining and
encouraging growth within the Rutland community and beyond. Green
Screen Graphics does this by engaging with the community on many
levels to foster a sense of pride and
accomplishment,” says founder Mike
Gauthier. “We assist local charities
and nonprofits with needs for fundraising and outreach and our officers
serve on a number of charitable and
municipal boards.”
Green Screen Graphics was born
26 years ago. Gauthier, who grew up
in Concord, New Hampshire, had
worked in his dad’s graphics businesses from the time he was a kid.
After working in the industry in Vermont for a few years, he decided the
time had come to start his own business in Rutland, the town where his
wife Jackie grew up. He quit his job
and opened Green Screen Graphics at
their home, producing work done by
screen printing, with a unique focus
on the use of water-based inks.

“I worked by myself and with a
partner for a few years, then gradually hired people,” Gauthier says. “I
moved to space above where Pyramid Holistic Wellness Center is on
Merchants Row. We did a lot of
screen printing and had to lug all of
the equipment and plywood up the
stairs.” About 15 years ago, he began
the switch to digital printing, though
he continued to do a lot by hand. “I
began to invest in large-format printing equipment,” he recalls. “Printing
has undergone so many changes and
continues to change.” The new equipment required more space so the
company moved to its current location, which he later purchased.
“We converted to all digital roll and
flatbed printing, while always exploring other options as advances in
printing technologies became available,” Gauthier says. “With the purchase of a Mimaki UV curing flatbed
printer, we have been able to direct
print on substrates, thereby eliminating roll stock use and waste.”

left to right: Zhenting Wang cuts labels for NRG Systems; Owner Mike Gauthier explains details about the traveling exhibit for the American Museum of Fly Fishing;
David Hamilton, Jr. works on signage
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170 South Main Street • Rutland, Vermont • www.southsidesteakhouse.com • 802.772.7556
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For Design in Kitchens, Baths and Flooring.
We Have Been Offering Our Superior Service
Since 1959.

325 West Street | Rutland. VT 05701
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Josh Morse prepares to print a panel for the traveling exhibit.

With the growth of the company
has come a larger staff of about eight
people who specialize in various
areas but work closely together. “We
all cross-pollinate to get things done,”
Gauthier says. “We get a lot of requests from people that begin with, ‘I
don’t know if you can do this.’ We’re
a great resource.”
One example of how the team
works on a job is the story of a new
restaurant. “We are like an advertising agency. We work with the clients
to understand the market they are
trying to serve so we can best suggest to them elements such as a logo,
color scheme, vehicle wrap, stationery design,” Gauthier explains.
“All of the planning translates to a
website, signage, interior decor, and
social media.” All of these elements
are designed and produced at Green
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Screen Graphics.
In the case of the American Museum of Fly Fishing, the creation and
production of the new exhibit involves collaboration with the museum’s deputy director Yoshi Akiyama.
“They are great people and wonderful
clients to work with and we’re excited
to be designing and building this
exhibit,” Gauthier says. “It’s easily
our largest single project to date…
involving over a dozen large three
dimensional displays with really
interesting information and historical artifacts.” Gauthier brought in
collaborators Todd and Dee Fillmore
of Signs of Distinction to partner
in the engineering and construction as well. Since the exhibit will be
traveling to Manchester, Vermont,
Virginia, Connecticut and the Florida
Keys, its crating, shipping and set up
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Josh Morse monitors the printing on the Mimaki UV Ink Flatbed Printer.

are critical pieces of the project. “…
we’ll also be sending a crew to each
museum to ensure the proper set up
in four unique environments.”
Green Screen Graphics’ name
reflects a commitment to the environment that started with its inception
26 years ago. “We recycle everything
that we can and continually look for
ways to reduce our waste stream,”
says Gauthier. “Green Screen is a part
owner of a community solar array located down the road here in Rutland.
In addition, our building is highly
energy efficient with new lighting,
insulation and split action pumps to
heat, cool and dehumidify. We have
been able to dramatically reduce our
fuel oil consumption in the winter

months. While we still use our Roland
54"-eco solvent roll printers, we take
care to minimize waste by efficiently
using material and nesting jobs
together, as most print shops do. Our
builders hand-fabricate lots of signs
every year and our installers take
down just as many signs every year.
The things that we take down do not
simply go into the trash. We make every attempt to up-cycle any suitable,
reusable material by sanding, cutting,
refinishing, etc. to reduce our waste.”
Sharing knowledge is an important part of Green Screen Graphics’
place in the community. For example,
the business welcomes interns. “We
are always giving young people the
opportunity to experience what is

802-773-7810
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going on here,” Gauthier says. “We
regularly host interns from local
high schools, colleges and vocational
rehabilitation organizations — some
of whom have gone on to become
employees. This directly benefits
both the people in the organizations
and the folks here at Green Screen.”
In looking at a company that
spans over a quarter of a century, its
commitment to sustainable growth
supportive of the region is evident.
“We are always looking for ways to
improve the community,” Gauthier
says. Green Screen Graphics’ stated
view to clients says it all: “Let us
introduce your vision to the world.
Your image is everything.”
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